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(2013 admission onwards)
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SECTION _ I

All the first ten questions are compulsory. They carry 1 mark each :

'1. Suppose that the mapping ?:R, +R, be defined by F(x,y)=(x+y, x). Show
that F is a linear transformation.

2. Find the matrix that represents the linear transformation that maps (x, Jz) to
(2x - 5y,3x + 4y) with respect to the standard basis.

3. Let 
":d )n'be the linear transformation that maps each vector inlo its

symmelric image about the y - axis. What is the matrix representation of T with
respect to the standard basis?

. 4. Describe dilation with factor k on R2?

5. Find the work done by the force field F(x, y)= vy1 1x2l on a particle that moves

along the curye v = y2 lrom (0, 0) to (1, 1).

6. Explain the physical interpretation of curl of a veclor field F.
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/1\7. Let z= x+iv. find Rel L' \z)

8. DeFrne sine function of a complex variable z.

9. State Cauchy's integra, theorem.

10. Give an example of an entire function.

SECTION - II

Answer any eight questions from among the questions 11 to 22. These question carry
2 marks each.

11. Let T be a linear transformation from R3 to IR' defined by
T(a, b, c)= (a+ b,6a-b+2c). Find the matrix which represents this
transformation with respect to the standard basis of Rr and the basis
(1 1), (1, - 1)l of R'.

12. A linear transformation ?: R3 + R' has the matrix representation [1 -.' :l **L4 1 5l
respect to the standard basis of R3 and the basis (4,3), (3,2)) of R,. Find tne
linear transformation.

'13. Find the eigen vatues oi ttre matrix A = ll 6 
I

L3 -21

14. Evaluate the line integral l0+2hdx+(x-fldy along.the curve x=?cost,
c

v'4sint.O.t<L.
4

15. Evaluate JF.fr along the curve /(t).=51n1;*3";nt j+sin2t k,0<t<{ where
2

F(x.Y, z)= zi + xj I Yk .

16. Find the curl of F $, y, z) = xy71y; + yj + zkl.
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- 3"11 + 2i'17. Express -- in polar form.
t- I z r.-12-l;l

\ u,/

18. SKetch the graph of -r<Rez<r.
19. Find all values of V3 ,? in the 

"ornplex 
plane.

20. Evaluate [Zdz trom - 1+ i along the pa rabola y = xz lo 1+ i .

c

.,2
21. Evaluate [: ^dz wnere C is the circle lzl= 1.

Lz- 3

-,12
22. Evaluale l: where C is the unit circle.

"cz

sEcTloN - lll

Answer any six questions from among the questions 23 to 31. These question cany
4 marks each.

23. Let F:R2 --rR2 be the linear transformation defined by F(x,y\=(2x+3y,4x-Sy).
Find the matrix representation of F relative to the basis S = (1, 2), (2, 5r.

24. lf the matrix of a linear lransformation T from R2 to R2 with respect to the basis
l, t1

8= {(1, O),(0, rr} i" I I li. what is the matrix of T with respect to the basis
Ll 1l

E, = (1, 1), (1, _ 1))?

25. Use Green's theorem to evaluate the integral f(x2-]r2)dx+xdy where C isthe-c
circle x2+Y2 =9.

26. Determine whether F(x, y) = xi + yj is a conservative vector field. lf so, find a
potential function for it.

27. Evaluate the surface integral lJ xydS where o is the portion of the plane

x+ y + z =l lying in the first octant.
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28. fs u(x, y)=e'v sin x a harmonic function? lf so write down an analytic function
f(z) such that u is its real part.

29. Show that f'(z) does not exist at any point for lhe function f (z) = 2y 1 iynz .

- 30. Find the value of the integral t "La, taken counterclockwise around the- J"z'(z 
' 4l

circle i z 2.

31. Evaluate ['*2d, *h.re C is the semicircle z:2eft,o<t</r.J"z

SECTION _ IV

Answer any two questions from among the questions 32 to 35. These question carry
'15 marks each.

32. Let a=(1,,2),(3,,q\ and a,=(1,3),(3,8)) be two bases of R'. Find the

change-of-basis matrix P from E to E' and the change-of-basis matrix Q from
E' to E. What is the relation between P and Q.

33. Verify the Divergence theorem for the vector fietd F (x, y, z) = xi + yj + zk and the
surface o of lhe cube bounded by the planes y = Q, y = i, y = Q, y = i ,

z O,z='1.

34. (a) Prove that an analytic function of constant absolute value is constant.

(b) Show that Z is not difterentiable.

_2.,
35. (a) Evaluate [1r' 

t A, where C is the circle lz -'1 1.
tz'-1

(b) Evaluate [ -] .dz where c isthe circle lz-il=2.' r"(z' + 4)'
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